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● Add unit labels to fields 
○ This will better inform users of what units they are measuring fields in 
○ This will require changes to the .gsp files for each page with measurements 
○ This change was made based on feedback from Dr. Pastel and our scientist, Jill 

Carr 
● Add a checkbox for indicator stations to the location page 

○ This is what we will use to determine if users are presented with the indicator 
sample pages 

○ This was supposed to be included but was noticed to be missing during our final 
design presentation 

● Add a second secchi sample 
○ This was previously changed in our design documents but has yet to be reflected 

on our app. 
○ This change was made upon receiving updated documents from our scientist, Jill 

Carr 
● Increase the size of the help button  

○ This will aid users that are trying to get help and may be unable to click a small 
target on a moving boat 

○ This will require styling changes to all of our .gsp files in the main data entry 
workflow 

○ This change was made at the recommendation of Dr. Pastel and was confirmed 
with our scientist 

● Add a progress bar to data collection pages  
○ This was a previously discussed change that has not yet been implemented in 

our app. 
○ This was discussed with Dr. Pastel and our scientist 

● Use Appendix G of the protocol document as our help page 
○ This was recommended by our scientist as it contains all of the necessary 

information about the protocol 
○ She will tag the document with the location that each page should jump to and 

provide it to us to implement 
● Do not require the user to re-enter trip information at every station 

○ This was a previously discussed change that has not yet been implemented in 
our app 

○ This change was made based on Dr. Pastel’s feedback that it would be a 
common workflow for citizen scientists to collect data at multiple stations on a 
single trip 

● Update the scientist view to allow for filtering of data to download 
○ This was a previously discussed change that is not yet reflected in our app 



○ It will require additional javascript within the admin/index.gsp file 
○ This change was made based on the recommendations from Dr. Pastel and the 

client Jill Carr. 
● Change the text on the Secchi Page to read “Disk hits the bottom” instead of “Disk at 

bottom” 
○ This change will require an update to the .gsp for that page 
○ This was made at the recommendation of our scientist to make it more clear. 

● Abbreviate wind directions 
○ This change was made at the request of Dr. Pastel 
○ It will require changes to the weatherData/index.gsp file to change the dropdown 

options 
● Retrieve date and time from device instead of manual entry 

○ This will require javascript on the proper pages to collect that data from the 
device and modifications to remove the entry fields from the .gsp files 

○ This was made at the request of Jill Carr to simplify date entry 
● Repeat the drop frame sample page 3 additional times 

○ This is known but not yet implemented in our app 
○ It was pointed out by our scientist during our final design meeting 
○ Each page should specify what sample the citizen scientists are working on 

● Change Eelgrass Percent Cover field to a dropdown 
○ This is known but not yet changed in our app 
○ It was pointed out by our scientist during our final design meeting 
○ This field should have a dropdown with different buckets instead of a numerical 

field 
● Reorder sediments to be finest to coarsest 

○ This change was suggested by Jace and confirmed with our scientist 
○ It will require reordering of the options in the .gsp file 
○ It will provide a little more organization and be easier for users to understand 

● Insert “N/A” to any blank fields 
○ This change was requested by our scientist 
○ It may require changes to the domain classes to allow text in numerical fields 
○ It was requested to simplify data analysis, as blank fields become more difficult to 

handle 
● Add a picture timestamp field to the indicator stations 

○ This was requested by our scientist due to an adapted protocol 
○ This will require changes to the domain classes, the .gsp for the indicatorData, 

and the adminController that manages downloading the data 


